Introduction
Integration of p-adic valued functions has first been considered by F. Tomas lo] and F. Bruhat [2] . A function f defined on the valuation ring 2' of the rational P p-adic field Q with values in ^ is integrable in this sense, if there exists a p-adic number I such that for all &^ 0, all great m and all representative systems ^b.( of Z /P" 1 (P is the prime ideal in 3? ) 1 
We have the following property :
If f is ^-integrable on three of the four open precompact sets K, K' » KUK', K 0 K' , so f is J^-integrable on the fourth, and we get p-adic integration
The m-th and the ordinary p-adic integral As the functions f which we want to integrate are defined on (or can be extended to) compact open subsets K of ft , we define the m-th •p-adic integral of f oj3, K to be
provided the limit exists in % (in which case f is called m-integrable on K). In the case m=1 we speak of ordinary p-adic integral (8) :
(16) f , f(u) d u^f l a .^ B^ . Vlul^p k=-o0 K It may be mentioned that a lot of arithmetical identities involving Bernoulli numbers can be derived by using the properties of the p-adic integral.
Special functions
Using the m-th p-adic integral we succeed in defining many -well known and new -functions; only a .selection can be given here. We obtain a relation between the two functions for all n 6 (N and z ^ 0 by and a character CO of order p-l(resp.2) and conductor q, where q=p or U according to p ^ 2 or p = 2.
With the projection<u> on the 1-units the L-funct.ion can be written as 1 f (m^ 1-s (21) L(s,X)=^-" ^(u^u^du (p ^ 2) , |u|=1
where m = [m ,q1 . For p = 2 this definition has to be modified slightly.
Many properties of these functions can be obtained by the corresponding properties of the integral, for instance the determination of the values at the rational integer points s=1-.k^1,ks0 mod p-1 :
(22) L(l-k,Xj = --^-, where B are the modified p-Leopoldt-Bernoulli numbers. A-'
